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Sales & Customer Service Hours

M-F 9:00 AM – 5:30 PM EST

	 877-377-5435
	Click to Live Chat
	Contact Request Form





Showroom


5601 North Federal Highway 
Unit 10, Boca Raton, FL 33487
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  Free In-Home Delivery

  Makers of Fine Furniture Since 1975

  Trusted by 250,000+ Customers




  
    
      Free In-home Delivery

      Orders Typically Ship Within 1-3 Days
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              Arrives Fully Assembled

              Fine furniture does not require assembly. Our furniture is crafted using the skills of artisans in the local Ohio community and occasionally abroad.
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              Pre-Installed Lift

              All of our lift mechanisms are installed by our craftsmen at our manufacturing facility.

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            Approximately 10-21 Days

          

          
            Approximately 21+ Days

          

        

        
        * Need it Faster? If you can accept a driveway delivery, simply write "Driveway" in the comments section during checkout & you can expect delivery in approximately 5-10 days after shipment is made.
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              Time In Transit

              The map above provides an estimate of days in transit. You may contact your assigned salesperson for order status. All deliveries will be scheduled with you at least 24-48 hours in advance.
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              International

              We do ship internationally weekly. The only caveat is that there will be a shipping fee & additional taxes or duties may be due upon delivery. Please call or email for rates.
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              Alaska & Hawaii

              We are happy to ship orders to Alaska and Hawaii. The only caveat is that there will be a shipping fee. Please call or email for rates.
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              Returns & Claims

              If you are unsatisfied with any product received within the past seven days, simply contact us for return instructions.. You may initiate a return within 7 days of receipt and have the item returned to our warehouse within 21 days of receipt. We will gladly refund you in full for all unused merchandise in the original packaging. We'll do our best to make you happy. Simply call or email and we will guide you through the process.
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          EASILY MOUNT YOUR TV WITHOUT BLOCKING YOUR VIEW 

          American craftspeople make our solid wood furniture. When you shop with us, you’re investing in American family-owned businesses while buying at factory direct pricing.

          Learn More
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    Shop TV Cabinets, Mechanisms & More.
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More Than 250,000 Happy Customers

	
The features of your TV Lifts are the major reason why we selected TVLiftCabinet.com. We had previously called four competitors and none of the others had the features and benefits of yours.

Harriet M., Port Washington, NY


	
“I just wanted to send you a note that I am very pleased with the Banyan Creek TV Lift. It is much better than it looked in your pictures & extremely well built. As you said, the TV was easy to mount. Thank you again!

Dr. Claudine T., Durham, NC


	
My husband and I had been searching at length for a TV cabinet to suit our needs. After purchasing the Crystal Pointe online from your website, we received one that far exceeded our expectations...

Joanne L., Woodbridge, CT







More Than 250,000 Happy Customers



Slide 1 of 5. A photo of a mountain pass with a winding path along the river and a view of distant mountains hiding in the mist.
The features of your TV Lifts are the major reason why we selected TVLiftCabinet.com. We had previously called four competitors and none of the others had the features and benefits of yours.
Harriet M., Port Washington, NY




Slide 2 of 5. A photo of a bird eating sunflower seeds from an open hand.
“I just wanted to send you a note that I am very pleased with the Banyan Creek TV Lift. It is much better than it looked in your pictures & extremely well built. As you said, the TV was easy to mount. Thank you again!
Dr. Claudine T., Durham, NC




Slide 3 of 5. A photo of a concrete bridge over the river with high voltage power lines on both banks.
My husband and I had been searching at length for a TV cabinet to suit our needs. After purchasing the Crystal Pointe online from your website, we received one that far exceeded our expectations...
Joanne L., Woodbridge, CT









    
        Quality TV Lift Cabinets Starting at $2999
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                                        Clubside in Grey Finish TV Lift Cabinet                                    
                                
                                
    
        


            Special Price
        $3,299
        
    
    
        


            Regular Price
        $3,499
        
    


                                Free In-Home Delivery
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                                        Linear Honeycomb TV Lift Cabinet                                    
                                
                                
    
        


            Special Price
        $5,999
        
    
    
        


            Regular Price
        $6,199
        
    


                                Free In-Home Delivery
                                

    
    


                            

                        

                                                                    
	                        
                            
                            
                                
    
        [image: Clubside in Coral Beach Finish TV Lift Cabinet]

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Clubside in Coral Beach Finish TV Lift Cabinet                                    
                                
                                
    
        


            Special Price
        $3,299
        
    
    
        


            Regular Price
        $3,499
        
    


                                Free In-Home Delivery
                                

    
    


                            

                        

                                                                    
	                        
                            
                            
                                
    
        [image: Azura 360 Degree Swivel in Coral Beach Finish TV Lift Cabinet]

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Azura 360 Degree Swivel in Coral Beach Finish TV Lift Cabinet                                    
                                
                                
    
        


            Special Price
        $3,999
        
    
    
        


            Regular Price
        $4,199
        
    


                                Free In-Home Delivery
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                                        Andover White 360 Swivel TV Lift Cabinet                                    
                                
                                
    
        


            Special Price
        $4,499
        
    
    
        


            Regular Price
        $4,699
        
    


                                Free In-Home Delivery
                                

    
    


                            

                        

                                                                    
	                        
                            
                            
                                
    
        [image: Outdoor TV Lift Cabinet in Weatherwood Finish]

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Outdoor TV Lift Cabinet in Weatherwood Finish                                    
                                
                                
    
        


            Special Price
        $4,999
        
    
    
        


            Regular Price
        $5,199
        
    


                                Free In-Home Delivery
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                                        Brookville TV Lift Cabinet in Medium Brown Finish                                    
                                
                                
    
        


            Special Price
        $4,499
        
    
    
        


            Regular Price
        $4,699
        
    


                                Free In-Home Delivery
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Why Purchase your TV lift cabinet from us?



100% guaranteed, or your money back

Free delivery and in-home setup

Choose your favorite eco-friendly finish




Stunning, American-made craftsmanship that lasts a lifetime

Pre-assembled solid wood TV cabinets and stands

Factory-direct pricing on our TV lift cabinets saves your money






 

    
        Order Up To Five Free Large Wood Color Samples

        Browse Selection

    


 

    
        
            SELECTING THE PERFECT POPUP TV LIFT CABINET FURNITURE.

            Everything you should consider when shopping for a TV Lift Cabinet. From style to features to
                accessibility, your choice of cabinetry requires as much thought as your AV equipment.

        

        Read More



 



Modern 
& Traditional Styles

Enhance Your Decor

Learn More
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   TV LIFT CABINETS

   Our furniture is built to last by experienced woodworkers using traditional old world construction techniques coupled with our innovative lifting technology.

   
      
         [image: who make this]

         
            Who makes this? Our Amish Craftsmen in Ohio.
            A tradition of woodworking, nature and home inspires our Amish craftsmen. Each cabinet is hand-built in Holmes Country Ohio by local craftsmen.

         

      

      
         
            History
            Peaceful Lifestyle Produces Solid Furniture.

            Our Amish craftsmen do without many of today's modern conveniences. Yet, a focus on traditional woodworking techniques and quality of workmanship has helped them grow and prosper in the past twenty years. The factories we partner with are the largest non-electric furniture manufacturer in Holmes County, a place famous for producing high-quality Amish furniture.

            The Amish celebrate the wood, the people and the land. Our partners and their dedicated artisans who make up the award-winning companies work closely with TVLiftCabinet to build quality solid wood furniture, drawing from construction techniques of their heritage to ensure a lifetime of use.

            The best furniture comes from the best wood
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         [image: Craftmanship]

         
            Craftsmanship
            Using solid, sustainably harvested wood, the Amish build only what is ordered. They don't import lumber or run an assembly line. Our craftsmen simply employ talented people who love woodworking and cherish building furniture for a living. The result is heirloom-quality furniture that showcases bench made craftsmanship.

         

      

      
         
            Design with a Difference
            Using American laminated solid wood to build a piece of furniture that will last decades or more makes product life cycle a major contributing factor to our Amish wood shops holistic approach. Using wood from sustainably managed forests actually reduces carbon dioxide emissions, as the carbon dioxide stored by the forest and in the timber product outweighs any carbon dioxide created during the production of the product. In addition, they diligently minimize daily impact by focusing on raw materials, energy and people, sourcing much of their wood within a 1.00-mile-radius.

         

         [image: Design Ohio]

      

   






    



    




    TV Lift Cabinet

    Welcome to TV Lift Cabinet. As you explore our website, I'm confident you'll discover what I experience daily: staff enthused about their work, proud of our quality, excited about our potential, and - above all - dedicated to customer satisfaction.

    We continue to raise the quality bar and set a strategic course that we can measure - by the success of our TV lift cabinets, by those who write fantastic reviews of our hidden tv lift cabinets, and by customers who call and tell us our cabinets far exceeded their expectations.




Home About Us Motorized TVLift Flat Screen TVLiftCabinet Flat Panel TVLiftCabinet  Blog Testimonials Contact Us



FREE White Glove Delivery Satisfaction Guaranteed Measurement Guide Policies FAQ Customer Service Catalog Download App's Privacy Resources




    
        110 Reviews
        
            88
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Who makes this? Our Amish Craftsmen in Ohio.
A tradition of woodworking, nature and home inspires our Amish craftsmen. Each cabinet is hand-built in Holmes Country Ohio by local craftsmen.






History
Peaceful Lifestyle Produces Solid Furniture.

Our Amish craftsmen do without many of today's modern conveniences. Yet, a focus on traditional woodworking techniques and quality of workmanship has helped them grow and prosper in the past twenty years. The factories we partner with are the largest non-electric furniture manufacturer in Holmes County, a place famous for producing high-quality Amish furniture.

The Amish celebrate the wood, the people and the land. Our partners and their dedicated artisans who make up the award-winning companies work closely with TVLiftCabinet to build quality solid wood furniture, drawing from construction techniques of their heritage to ensure a lifetime of use.

The best furniture comes from the best wood
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Craftsmanship
Using solid, sustainably harvested wood, the Amish build only what is ordered. They don't import lumber or run an assembly line. Our craftsmen simply employ talented people who love woodworking and cherish building furniture for a living. The result is heirloom-quality furniture that showcases bench made craftsmanship.






Design with a Difference
Using American laminated solid wood to build a piece of furniture that will last decades or more makes product life cycle a major contributing factor to our Amish wood shops holistic approach. Using wood from sustainably managed forests actually reduces carbon dioxide emissions, as the carbon dioxide stored by the forest and in the timber product outweighs any carbon dioxide created during the production of the product. In addition, they diligently minimize daily impact by focusing on raw materials, energy and people, sourcing much of their wood within a 1.00-mile-radius.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed
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Have confidence in our 100% Guarantee

At TVLiftCabinet.com, we realize how difficult it can be to order products online. Although we strive to provide detailed images, without actually seeing the product, you are never really sure if you are buying exactly what you want. This is why we back our customers’ purchases with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not completely satisfied with your purchase, you may return your TV Lift cabinet for a 100% refund using the following guidelines:

We must be notified of the return within 7 days from the date of delivery and freight must be professionally packaged, shipped prepaid, and insured. If you would like to return a product, please email: rob@tvliftcabinet.com for complete details. We do not accept return requests by phone.

Read full policy







Arrives Fully Assembled

Fine furniture does not require assembly. Our furniture is crafted using the skills of artisans in the local Ohio community and occasionally abroad. These small shops, family owned and operated, are aided with modern innovative manufacturing technology.

This makes a wide array of product available, yet still yields a “handmade” touch that the discerning customer has come to love and expect.
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Pre-Installed Lift Mechanism

All of our lift mechanisms are installed by our craftsmen at our manufacturing facility.



[image: pre-installed]





FREE In-Home Delivery

From our craftsman's workbench to your living room, your television cabinet is in good hands. All of our furniture includes FREE SHIPPING (lower 48 states) and room of choice placement. All deliveries are scheduled for your convenience and typically arrive 7-14 days after shipping.
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Chat with us, powered by LiveChat



    © 2023 TV LIFT CABINET, INC.
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